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Challenges

•

As our software gets more complex, it is getting harder to
install tools and libraries correctly in an integrated and
interoperable software stack.
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E4S: Better Quality, Documentation, Test, Integration, Delivery, Build & Use
Delivering HPC software to facilities, vendors, agencies, industry, international partners in a brand-new way

Community Policies
Commitment to software quality

Curated collection
The end of dependency hell

Turnkey stack
A new user experience

DocPortal
Single portal to all E4S product info

Quarterly releases
Release 1.2 – November

https://e4s.io

Portfolio testing

Especially leadership platforms

Build caches

10X build time improvement

E4S Strategy Group

US agencies, industry, international
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E4S: Extreme-scale Scientific Software Stack
• Curated, Spack based software distribution
• Spack binary build caches for bare-metal installs
– x86_64, ppc64le (IBM Power 9), and aarch64 (ARM64)
• Container images on DockerHub and E4S website of pre-built binaries of ECP ST products
• Base images and full featured containers (with GPU support)
• GitHub recipes for creating custom images from base images
• GitLab integration for building E4S images
• E4S validation test suite on GitHub
• E4S-cl container launcher tool for MPI substitution in applications using MPICH ABI
• E4S VirtualBox image with support for container runtimes
• Docker
• Singularity
• Shifter
• Charliecloud
• AWS and GCP images to deploy E4S

https://e4s.io
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E4S Tutorial Goals
• Reserve an AWS instance by editing the Google doc at https://e4s.io/tutorial
• Use DCV [AWS] to login to https://tut<XXX>.supercontainers.org:8443/#e4s
• Login: tutorial
• Password: HPCLinux12!
• Hello numerical world! BSSw tutorial example (VisIT for visualization)
• Introduction to containers for HPC (Docker, Singularity, Shifter, MPI builds)
• Run NPB LU and Trilinos (Zoltan) and use E4S-cl to replace MPICH (container) with Intel MPI
• Pantheon demo (Ascent, Cinema visualization in Jupyter notebook)
• Nalu-Wind demo (Spack build cache usage, Kokkos, TAU Performance System®, Paraview)
• Container images on DockerHub and E4S website of pre-built binaries of ECP ST products
• AI/ML integration in E4S with Intel oneAPI demo with PyTorch and Tensorflow
• Pointers to other tutorials at ECP AM:
• Using Spack to Accelerate Developer Workflows (Fri, Apr. 16 10AM – 6PM ET)
• Intro to Containers for HPC (Wednesday, April 14th, 1:00 PM – 2:30 PM ET)
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ECP’s three technical areas have the necessary components to
meet national goals
Performant mission and science applications @ scale
Aggressive RD&D Project

Mission apps & integrated
S/W stack

Deployment to DOE HPC
Facilities

Hardware tech advances

Application
Development (AD)

Software
Technology (ST)

Hardware
and Integration (HI)

Develop and enhance the
predictive capability of
applications critical to the DOE

Deliver expanded and vertically
integrated software stack to
achieve full potential of exascale
computing

Integrated delivery of ECP
products on targeted systems at
leading DOE HPC facilities

24 applications including
national security, to energy, earth
systems, economic security,
materials, and data

70 unique software products
spanning programming models
and run times, math libraries,
data and visualization

6 US HPC vendors focused on
exascale node and system
design; application integration
and software deployment to
facilities
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We work on products applications need now and into the future
Key themes:
• Exploration/development of new algorithms/software for emerging HPC capabilities:
• High-concurrency node architectures and advanced memory & storage technologies.
• Enabling access and use via standard APIs.
Software categories:
• The next generation of well-known and widely used HPC products (e.g., MPICH, OpenMPI, PETSc)
• Some lesser used but known products that address key new requirements (e.g., Kokkos, RAJA, Spack)
• New products that enable exploration of emerging HPC requirements (e.g., SICM, zfp, UnifyCR)

Example Products

Engagement

MPI – Backbone of HPC apps

Explore/develop MPICH and OpenMPI new features & standards.

OpenMP/OpenACC –On-node parallelism

Explore/develop new features and standards.

Performance Portability Libraries

Lightweight APIs for compile-time polymorphisms.

LLVM/Vendor compilers

Injecting HPC features, testing/feedback to vendors.

Perf Tools - PAPI, TAU, HPCToolkit

Explore/develop new features.

Math Libraries: BLAS, sparse solvers, etc.

Scalable algorithms and software, critical enabling technologies.

IO: HDF5, MPI-IO, ADIOS

Standard and next-gen IO, leveraging non-volatile storage.

Viz/Data Analysis

ParaView-related product development, node concurrency.
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Software Technology Ecosystem
Levels of Integration

Product

Source and Delivery

ECP ST Individual Products

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Standard workflow
Existed before ECP

Group similar products
Make interoperable
Assure policy compliant
Include external products

Build all SDKs
Build complete stack
Containerize binaries

ST
Products

SDKs

E4S

Source: ECP L4 teams; Non-ECP Developers; Standards
Groups
Delivery: Apps directly; spack; vendor stack; facility stack

Source: ECP SDK teams; Non-ECP Products (policy
compliant, spackified)
Delivery: Apps directly; spack install sdk; future:
vendor/facility

Source: ECP E4S team; Non-ECP Products (all
dependencies)
Delivery: spack install e4s; containers; CI Testing

ECP ST Open Product Integration Architecture
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E4S Community Policies V1.0 Released
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E4S Community Policies Version 1
A Commitment to Quality Improvement
• Will serve as membership criteria for E4S
–

Membership is not required for inclusion in E4S

–

Also includes forward-looking draft policies

• Purpose: enhance sustainability and

interoperability

• Topics cover building, testing, documentation,

accessibility, error handling and more

• Multi-year effort led by SDK team
–
–

Included representation from across ST
Multiple rounds of feedback incorporated from ST
leadership and membership

• Modeled after xSDK Community Policies
• https://e4s-project.github.io/policies.html
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Extreme-scale Scientific Software Stack (E4S)
• E4S: A Spack-based distribution of ECP ST and related and

dependent software tested for interoperability and portability to
multiple architectures

• Provides distinction between SDK usability / general quality /

community and deployment / testing goals

• Will leverage and enhance SDK interoperability thrust
• Oct 2018: E4S 0.1 - 24 full, 24 partial release products
• Jan 2019: E4S 0.2 - 37 full, 10 partial release products
• Nov 2019: E4S 1.0 - 50 full, 5 partial release products
• Jan 2020: E4S 1.1 – ppc64le and x86_64 release with

https://e4s.io

50 full (x86_64), 46 full (ppc64le) release products.

• Nov. 2020: E4S 1.2 – ppc64le and x86_64 release each with 67

full release products with support for ROCm, and CUDA.

• Feb 2021: E4S support for Intel OneAPI, llvm-doe (Clang 13)
12

Spack
•
•
•
•
•

E4S uses the Spack package manager for software delivery
Spack provides the ability to specify versions of software packages that are and are not
interoperable.
Spack is a build layer for not only E4S software, but also a large collection of software tools
and libraries outside of ECP ST.
Spack supports achieving and maintaining interoperability between ST software packages.
https://spack.io
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Scientific software is becoming extremely
complex
r-randomforest
adol-c

automake
autoconf

gmp

perl

libtool

r-labeling

m4

glm

libsigsegv

r-munsell

r-lazyeval

p4est

r-rcolorbrewer

suite-sparse
netcdf-cxx

yaml-cpp

r-colorspace

hwloc

nanoflann

xz
r-dichromat

r-scales

netcdf

metis

r-tibble

cmake

r-assertthat

pkgconf

r-ggplot2

hdf5

nalu

r-plyr
r-reshape2

r-rcpp

sundials

hwloc

libxml2

r-modelmetrics

glm

boost

netlib-scalapack

r-caret

mumps

r-lme4

r-nloptr

r-digest

r-praise

r-nlme
r-pbkrtest

r-car

superlu

openblas

r-mass

r-iterators

r-sparsem

openblas

parmetis

netlib-scalapack
petsc

r

slepc

python

r-mlbench

openmpi

r-rminer

r-e1071
r-kknn

r-rpart

r-stringr

cmake

suite-sparse
r-igraph

zlib

pcre
libjpeg-turbo

ncurses

icu4c

zlib

openssl

cmake

font-util

sqlite
tcl

pkgconf

readline

libxau

nasm

xproto

gdbm
libxdmcp

xextproto

perl

openssl

libpthread-stubs
xtrans

libxcb

r-data-table

util-macros

xcb-proto
inputproto

libx11
r-codetools

r-class

r-nnet

hdf5
tetgen

metis
r-xgboost

libffi
help2man

ncurses
r-magrittr

tar

python

tk

arpack-ng

netcdf

readline

r-glmnet
r-cubist

oce

r-lattice

gettext

curl

jdk

sqlite

libpng
xz

glib

flex

r-matrixmodels
r-matrix

r-adabag

libxml2
pixman

sed

libtiff

r-foreach

gdbm
r-quantreg

superlu-dist

gmsh

cairo
harfbuzz

pango

r-crayon

r-mgcv

hypre

trilinos

openssl

openmpi

gobject-introspection

trilinos

bzip2
gperf
fontconfig

r-rcppeigen

r-testthat

freetype

xz

r-r6

r-minqa

bzip2

ncurses

r-rlang
r-gtable

matio

parmetis

mumps dealii

pkgconf

libxml2

r-viridislite

kbproto
r-stringi

r-irlba

automake

zlib

r-pkgconfig
gmp

libtool

bison
autoconf
m4

libsigsegv

intel-tbb
r-kernlab

r-mda

netgen
r-zoo

r-strucchange

matio

m4

parallel-netcdf
assimp
r-party

gsl

libsigsegv
r-survival

boost
r-plotrix

bzip2

r-sandwich

r-multcomp

r-coin

r-th-data

r-mvtnorm
r-modeltools

r-pls

muparser

RElement
Miner: Parallel
R Data
Mining
LibraryFlow
Nalu: Generalizeddealii:
Unstructured
Massively
Low Mach
C++ Finite
Library
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Even proprietary codes are based on many open source libraries
ARES

scipy

numpy

python

gsl Laser gperftools papi

CRETIN Scallop GA

LAPACK

sqlite readline openssl bzip2 BLAS

overlink

SAMRAI

rng perflib memusage timers

Silo

boost

Cheetah LEOS

HDF5

hpdf

opclient

MSlib

matprop

Teton HYPRE

qd

sgeos_xml

tdf

DSD Nuclear

bdivxml

tk

tcl

ASCLaser

MPI

Types of Packages
ncurses

cmake

zlib

Physics Utility Math External

• Half of this DAG is external (blue); more than half of it is open source
• Nearly all of it needs to be built specially for HPC to get the best performance
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The Exascale Computing Project is building an entire ecosystem
15+ applications

x

Up to 7 compilers
Intel GCC Clang XL
PGI Cray NAG

x

x

80+ software packages

x

5+ target architectures/platforms
Xeon Power KNL
NVIDIA ARM Laptops?

10+ Programming Models
OpenMPI MPICH MVAPICH OpenMP CUDA
OpenACC Dharma Legion RAJA Kokkos

x

2-3 versions of each package +
external dependencies

= up to 1,260,000 combinations!
• Every application has its own stack of dependencies.
• Developers, users, and facilities dedicate (many) FTEs to building & porting.
• Often trade reuse and usability for performance.

We must make it easier to rely on others’ software!
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How to install software on a supercomputer

cmake

make install

make
make install

make

make

make install

configure

make

configure

Tweak configure args...

make

Fight with compiler...

configure

1. Download all 16
tarballs you
need
2. Start building!

3. Run code
4. Segfault!?
5. Start
over…
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What about modules?
• Most supercomputers deploy some form of environment modules
–

TCL modules (dates back to 1995) and Lmod (from TACC) are the most popular
$ gcc
- bash: gcc: command not found
$ module load gcc/7.0.1
$ gcc –dumpversion
7.0.1

• Modules don’t handle installation!
–

They only modify your environment (things like PATH, LD_LIBRARY_PATH, etc.)

• Someone (likely a team of people) has already installed gcc for you!
–

Also, you can only `module load` the things they’ve installed
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Spack is a flexible package manager for HPC
• How to install Spack (works out of the box):
$ git clone https://github.com/spack/spack
$ . spack/share/spack/setup-env.sh

• How to install a package:
$ spack install tau

• TAU and its dependencies are installed

within the Spack directory.

• Unlike typical package managers, Spack can also install

many variants of the same build.
–

Different compilers

–

Different MPI implementations

–

Different build options

Visit spack.io

github.com/spack/spack
@spackpm
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Spack provides the spec syntax to describe custom configurations
$
$
$
$

git clone https://github.com/spack/spack
. spack/share/spack/setup-env.sh
spack compiler find
spack external find

# set up compilers
# set up external packages

$ spack install tau

unconstrained

$ spack install tau@2.30.1

@ custom version

$ spack install tau@2.30.1 %gcc@7.3.0

% custom compiler

$ spack install tau@2.30.1 %gcc@7.3.0 +level_zero

+/- build option

$ spack install tau@2.30.1 %gcc@7.3.0 +mpi ^mvapich2@2.3~wrapperrpath ^ dependency information

• Each expression is a spec for a particular configuration
–
–
–

Each clause adds a constraint to the spec
Constraints are optional – specify only what you need.
Customize install on the command line!

• Spec syntax is recursive
–

Full control over the combinatorial build space
20

`spack find` shows what is installed

• All the versions coexist!
–

Multiple versions of same
package are ok.

• Packages are installed to

automatically find correct
dependencies.

• Binaries work regardless of

user’s environment.

• Spack also generates

module files.
–

Don’t have to use them.
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The Spack community is growing rapidly
• Spack simplifies HPC software for:
–
–
–
–

Users
Developers
Cluster installations
The largest HPC facilities

• Spack is central to ECP’s software strategy
–
–

Enable software reuse for developers and users
Allow the facilities to consume the entire ECP stack

• The roadmap is packed with new features:
–
–
–
–
–
–

Building the ECP software distribution
Better workflows for building containers
Stacks for facilities
Chains for rapid dev workflow
Optimized binaries
Better dependency resolution

Visit spack.io

github.com/spack/spack
@spackpm
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ECP SW Technology
Software Architecture –
SDKs

ECP ST SDKs will span all technology areas
Motivation: Properly chosen cross-team interactions will build relationships that support interoperability, usability,
sustainability, quality, and productivity within ECP ST.
Action Plan: Identify product groupings where coordination across development teams will improve usability and
practices, and foster community growth among teams that develop similar and complementary capabilities.
Data mgmt, I/O
Services, Checkpoint
restart (12)

Ecosystem/E4S
at-large (12)

ParaView

SCR

mpiFileUtils

FleSCI

Catalyst

FAODEL

TriBITS

Dyninst Binary Tools

MFEM

VTK-m

ROMIO

MarFS

CHiLL autotuning comp

Gotcha

Kokkoskernels

SZ

Mercury (Mochi suite)

GUFI

Kokkos (support)

LLVM openMP comp

Caliper

Trilinos

zfp

HDF5

Intel GEOPM

RAJA

OpenMP V & V

PAPI

SUNDIALS

VisIt

Parallel netCDF

BEE

CHAI

Flang/LLVM Fortran comp

Program Database Toolkit

PETSc/TAO

ASCENT

ADIOS

FSEFI

PaRSEC*

Search (random forests)

libEnsemble

Cinema

Darshan

Kitten Lightweight Kernel

DARMA

Siboka

STRUMPACK

ROVER

UnifyCR

COOLR

GASNet-EX

C2C

SuperLU

VeloC

NRM

Qthreads

Sonar

ForTrilinos

IOSS

ArgoContainers

BOLT

SLATE

HXHIM

Spack

UPC++

MAGMA

MPICH

DTK

Open MPI

Tasmanian

Umpire

TuckerMPI

PMR Core (17)

Compilers
and Support (7)

Tools and
Technology (11)

xSDK (16)

QUO

openarc

TAU

hypre

Papyrus

Kitsune

HPCToolkit

SICM

LLVM

Legion

AML

Visualization Analysis
and Reduction (9)

PMR
Tools
Math Libraries
Legend
Data and Vis
Ecosystems and delivery
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ECP is working towards a periodic, hierarchical release process
• In ECP, teams increasingly need to ensure that their libraries and

components work together
– Historically, HPC codes used very few dependencies

• Now, groups related SW products work together on small releases

of “Software Development Kits” - SDKs
• SDKs will be rolled into a larger, periodic release – E4S.
• Deployment at Facilities builds on SDKs and E4S

Deploy

Develop

Deploy

Develop

Integrate

Deploy

Build

E4S:
ECP-wide
software
release

Develop

https://e4s.io

Test

Math
Libraries

Build

Data and
Visualization
Package

Test

Package

Build

Deploy
Programming
…
Models
Test
Package

Test

Build
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E4S Components
• E4S is a curated release of ECP ST products based on Spack [http://spack.io].
• E4S Spack cache to support bare-metal installs at facilities and custom container builds:
– x86_64, ppc64le, and aarch64
• Container images on DockerHub and E4S website of pre-built binaries of ECP ST products.
• Base images and full featured containers with support for GPUs.
• GitHub recipes for creating custom images from base images.
• e4s-cl for container launch and for replacing MPI in application with system MPI libraries.
• Validation test suite on GitHub provides automated build and run tests.
• Automates build process via GitLab Continuous Integration to ensure packages can be built.
• E4S Doc Portal aggregates and summarizes documentation and metadata by raking product repos.
• E4S VirtualBox image with support for Docker, Shifter, Singularity, and Charliecloud runtimes.
• AWS image to deploy E4S on EC2.
• GCP image to deploy E4S on GCP.
https://e4s.io
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What are containers
A lightweight collection of executable software that encapsulates everything needed to run a single
specific task
Minus the OS kernel
Based on Linux only

Processes and all user-level software is isolated
Creates a portable* software ecosystem
Think chroot on steroids
Docker most common tool today
Available on all major platforms
Widely used in industry
Integrated container registry via Dockerhub

27

Hypervisors and Containers

Type 1 hypervisors insert layer below host OS
Type 2 hypervisors work as or within the host OS
Containers do not abstract hardware, instead provide “enhanced chroot” to create isolated
environment
Location of abstraction can have impact on performance
All enable custom software stacks on existing hardware

28

Download E4S 2021-02 GPU Container Image

https://e4s.io
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E4S v2021-02 GPU Release for x86_64
• 67 ECP ST products
• Ubuntu v18.04 x86_64
• AI/ML package support
• TensorFlow 2.3.5
• PyTorch 1.8
• Horovod
• Support for GPUs
• AMD ROCm 3.8
• NVIDIA CUDA 10.2, 11
• Intel OneAPI 2021.1
• Kokkos with support for

AMD GPUs!

30

E4S v2021-02 GPU Release for x86_64
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E4S Support for Singularity Container Runtime [Sylabs.io]

●

wget http://tau.uoregon.edu/ecp.simg; singularity run ./ecp.simg

●

singularity run ecp.simg
Supports Intel OneAPI, CUDA, and ROCm
spack find

●
●
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E4S v2021-02 Release: GPU, ppc64le for Docker Containers
• 67 ECP Products
• Support for GPUs
• NVIDIA
(CUDA 10.2)
• ppc64le and x86_64

% docker pull ecpe4s/ubuntu18.04-e4s-gpu
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E4S v2021-02 GPU Release: 67 E4S Products (ppc64le)
• 67 ECP ST products
• Ubuntu v18.04 ppc64le
• Support for GPUs
• NVIDIA

34

E4S v2021-02 GPU Release: 67 E4S Products (ppc64le)
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E4S Support for Singularity Container Runtime [Sylabs.io]

●

wget http://oaciss.uoregon.edu/e4s/images/ubuntu18.04-e4s-gpu-ppc64le_1.2.simg
singularity exec --nv ubuntu18.04-e4s-gpu-ppc64le_1.2.simg /bin/bash --rcfile /etc/bashrc

●

spack find; module avail

●

36

E4S v2021-02 GPU Support
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E4S: ppc64le Base Container Images

•
•

Hub.docker.com
ecpe4s

•
•
•

Ubuntu 18.04
RHEL/UBI 7.6
Centos 7.6

38

Multi-platform E4S Docker Recipes

39

E4S: Multi-platform Reproducible Docker Recipes

E4S
• x86_64
• ppc64le
• aarch64

https://e4s.io
40

E4S Spack environment spack.yaml

•

•

Bare-metal install
% cat spack.yaml
% spack -e . install
Docker build:

41

E4S: Spack Build Cache at U. Oregon

•
•
•

37,000+ binaries
S3 mirror
No need to build
from source code!

• https://oaciss.uoregon.edu/e4s/inventory.html
42

WDMApp: Speeding up bare-metal installs using E4S build cache

•
•
•

E4S Spack build cache
Adding E4S mirror
WDMApp install speeds up!

43

Pantheon and E4S build cache support end-to-end ECP examples
Overview: The Exascale Computing Project (ECP) is a complex undertaking,
involving a myriad of technologies working together. An outstanding need is a
way to capture, curate, communicate and validate workflows that cross all of
these boundaries.
The Pantheon and E4S projects are collaborating to advance the integration
and testing of capabilities, and to promote understanding of the complex
workflows required by the ECP project. Utilizing a host of ECP technologies
(spack, Ascent, Cinema, among others), this collaboration brings curated
workflows to the fingertips of ECP researchers.
Contributions
- Curated end-to-end application/in-situ analysis examples can be run quickly
by anyone on Summit. (https://github.com/pantheonscience/ECP-E4S-Examples)
- Pantheon/E4S integration speeds up build/setup times over source builds
due to cached binaries (approx.10x speed up).

Instructions page for (top) Nyx,
Ascent and Cinema workflow
repository, and (bottom) Cloverleaf3d,
Ascent, Cinema workflow. These
curated workflows use Pantheon,
E4S and spack to provide curated
workflows for ECP.

LA-UR-20-27327 4/11/21
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Nalu-Wind Demo
ExaWind Project
Nalu-Wind

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wind-specific version of the Nalu code
developed at SNL
https://github.com/exawind/nalu-wind
Incompressible-flow computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) code
Unstructured-grid finite-volume
discretization
https://www.github.com/Exawind
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E4S Validation Test Suite
•
•
•

Provides automated build and run tests
Validate container environments and products
New LLVM validation test suite for DOE LLVM

• git clone https://github.com/E4S-Project/testsuite.git
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Reproducible Container Builds using E4S Base Images

●
●
●
●
●

PMR SDK base image has Spack build cache mirror and
GPG key installed.
Base image has GCC and MPICH configured for MPICH
ABI level replacement (with system MPI).
Customized container build using binaries from E4S
Spack build cache for fast deployment.
No need to rebuild packages from the source code.
Same recipe for container and native bare-metal builds
with Spack!
47

E4S: GitLab Runner Images
•
•
•
•

Dockerhub
Bare-bones
Multi-platfrom
Build E4S

48

University of Oregon GitLab CI
E4S Builds:
•Ubuntu 18.04
•Ubuntu 20.04
•RHEL 7.6
•RHEL 8
•CentOS 7
•CentOS 8
Architectures:
ppc64le and x86_64

• https://gitlab.e4s.io
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GitLab GPU Runners on Frank, U. Oregon

A100 NVIDIA GPU

DG1 Intel GPU

MI50 AMD GPU

50

Multi-stage E4S CI Build Pipeline on Cori, NERSC

51

ORNL GitLab Build Pipeline for E4S Spack Build Cache

• ppc64le (Ascent @ ORNL)
• Reproducible container builds

52

E4S CI Badges
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E4S DocPortal
• Provide a single online location for accurate product descriptions for ECP software products.
• Derived requirements:
–

Sustainable: Must be integrated into software team workflows.
Incremental: Must build on community approaches to providing this kind of information.

–

Extensible: Must be usable by any open source software team.

–

• Strategy:
–

Use the open source community approach of specially-name files in software repositories.

–

Adopt commonly used file names when available.

–

Identify new information items not already being requested.

–
–

Develop new special file names for information beyond what is already captured.
Create web-based raking tool to capture information from product repositories and present in
summary form on a webpage.

–

Aggregates and summarizes documentation and metadata for E4S products

–

Regularly updates information directly from product repositories
Prototype: https://e4s-project.github.io/DocPortal.html

–

54

E4S DocPortal

• The DocPortal is live!
• Summary Info
–

Name
Functional Area

–

Description

–

License

–

• Searchable
• Sortable

https://e4s-project.github.io/DocPortal.html
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E4S VirtualBox Image

Container Runtimes
• Docker
• Shifter
• Singularity
• Charliecloud

https://e4s.io
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e4s-cl: A tool to simplify the launch of MPI jobs in E4S containers
•

E4S containers support replacement of MPI libraries using MPICH
ABI compatibility layer.

•

Applications binaries built using E4S can be launched with Singularity
using MPI library substitution for efficient inter-node communications.

•

e4s-cl is a new tool that simplifies the launch and MPI replacement.

•

Usage:
1. e4s-cl init …
2. e4s-cl mpirun -np <> -hosts <> <command>

https://github.com/E4S-Project/e4s-cl
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e4s-cl Container Launcher

https://e4s.io
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E4S Summary

What E4S is not
A closed system taking contributions only from DOE
software development teams.

•

What E4S is

Extensible, open architecture software ecosystem accepting
contributions from US and international teams.
Framework for collaborative open-source product
integration.

A monolithic, take-it-or-leave-it software behemoth.

A full collection of compatible software capabilities and
A manifest of a la carte selectable software capabilities.

A commercial product.

Vehicle for delivering high-quality reusable software
products in collaboration with others.

A simple packaging of existing software.

The conduit for future leading edge HPC software targeting
scalable next-generation computing platforms.
A hierarchical software framework to enhance (via SDKs)
software interoperability and quality expectations.
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Future work, issues…
●

Improved support for GPUs and visualization tools

●

DOE LLVM

●

Addition of CI testing

●

Facility deployment

●

Scalable startup with full-featured “Supercontainers”

●

Improving the launch of MPI applications

●

From-source builds assisted by a binary build cache or containers

●

Docker and Singularity images are available for download

●

https://e4s.io
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Vision for E4S Now and in the Future

• E4S has emerged as a new top-level component in the DOE HPC community, enabling

fundamentally new relationships

• E4S has similar potential for new interactions with other US agencies, US industry and

international collaborators. NSF and UK are examples

• The E4S portfolio can expand to include new domains (ML/AI), lower—level components (OS),

and more.

• E4S can provide better (increased quality), faster (timely delivery of leading-edge capabilities) and

cheaper (assisting product teams)
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Performance Research Laboratory, University of Oregon, Eugene

www.uoregon.edu
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E4S Hands-on

Login to AWS instance and follow instructions in README file
• Reserve a unique host by entering your contact info at the Google Doc:
–

https://e4s.io/tutorial

• Use a web browser for DCV (remote desktop) software

https://[hostname]:8443/#e4s
(e.g., https://tut032.supercontainers.org:8443/#e4s
if you reserved instance #32 or tut032.supercontainers.org)
login: tutorial
password: HPCLinux12!
press space bar, reenter password if necessary; open terminal window; click on README.txt
% cd; cat README
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Overview of ExaWind Project
E4S Tutorial, ECP Annual Meeting, April 2021
Jon Rood, Michael A. Sprague

The ExaWind Project
Helping us predict and understand:
Impact of wakes on
downstream turbines
Evolution of the wakes
Formation of the
wakes

HFM & HPC on DOE
supercomputers are keys

… and all in a highly complex,
dynamic metocean environment

Photo by Gitte Nyhus Lundorff, Bel Air
Aviation Denmark – Helicopter Services

Team of 40 researchers
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ExaWind Applications
Nalu-Wind
• Wind-specific version of the Nalu code
developed at SNL
• https://github.com/exawind/nalu-wind
• Incompressible-flow computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) code
• Unstructured-grid finite-volume
discretization

OpenFAST
• https://github.com/openfast
• Whole-turbine simulation code
• Includes models for blades, control system, drivetrain,
tower, etc.
AMR-Wind
• https://github.com/Exawind/amr-wind
• AMReX-based structured-grid CFD wind solver
• AMReX is an ECP supported library
• AMReX is also the base library for the new Energy
Research & Forecasting (ERF) code

NAWEA 2019 paper introduced the ExaWind
software stack to the wind community
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TIOGA overset-mesh
coupling
Geometry-resolving
unstructured-mesh
Nalu-Wind model

Image: Ananthan

Nalu-Wind/AMR-Wind
flow over a sphere; proxy
for wind turbine blade

Background structured-mesh
AMR-Wind model

Use optimal solvers for each domain

Hybrid Solver Strategy
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Hybrid Solver Strategy
Image: Brazell & Ananthan

• In wind farm simulations, only a small fraction of the

CPU AMR-Wind 2×107 DOFS
CPU Nalu-Wind 2×107 DOFS

domain needs unstructured grids
Time [s] per time step

– Near turbine blades where boundary layers need to be

resolved
• Vast majority of domain (atmospheric boundary

layer) can be discretized with structured grids

1

0.1

• Created AMR-Wind, based on AMReX, to work as part

of a hybrid-solver approach with Nalu-Wind
5

The hybrid-solver strategy is
essential to our approach for
offshore floating platform

10

20
Eagle-Nodes

50

100

Strong-scaling study on NREL Eagle HPC for large-eddy
simulations of a 5 x 5 x 1 km3 domain for a neutrally
stable ABL; simulations performed on the NREL Eagle
supercomputer.

•
•

AMR-Wind is 5x faster at scaling limit
AMR-Wind simulations have reached 8.5B DOF on
15,552 GPUs on Summit
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Turbine Validation Example
Example: NREL & DTU researchers are
collaborating around the development and
validation of next-generation models for predictive
wind turbine simulations

ExaWind high-fidelity computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) simulation of the DanAero 2-MW wind turbine
(Vijayakumar, Ananthan)
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/17426596/1618/5/052049/pdf
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Complexities of Offshore Modeling

Controls
Aerodynamics
Structures

Hydrodynamics

• Marine atmospheric environment
(veer, shear, stability)
• Air-sea interface
• Hydrodynamics
• Wind-wave coupling
• Long-range swells and wind-wave
misalignment
• Floating platform and mooring line
dynamics

Image: J. Jonkman
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ExaWind Vision for Offshore
AMR-Wind one-phase
atmospheric flow solver
Wall-modeled Immersed
boundary (IB) method

AMR-Wind twophase flow solver
Air

Nalu-Wind; Enables
blade-resolved
simulations

Free-surface

Water

Blocked cells (freesurface determined by
HOS-ocean)

Merging/Overlay zone to
match the two-phase VOF
solution with HOS-ocean

CFD-Model coupling via
overset, just like sphere
demonstration problem

Floating platform dynamics
using the Immersed boundary
(IB) method
OpenFAST turbine model

Hybrid-solver strategy is key to offshore wind:
• AMR-Wind is the single-phase and two-phase background solver
• Includes actuator lines for mid-fidelity simulations
• Nalu-Wind is the near-blade solver; coupled to AMR-Wind through overset meshes
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Current Capability Demonstrations
AMR-Wind volume of fluid modeling

Nalu-Wind / AMR-Wind coupling
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All ExaWind software in
Spack
Minimum 2 hour build
time on 32-core Haswell
machine with SSD
Around 4 hours or more on
login node for system like
Summit
AMR-Wind build trivial

•

Nalu-Wind Build Graph

•

nalu-wind

trilinos-catalyst-ioss-adapter

fftw

•

paraview

trilinos

mesa

•
openfast

yaml-cpp

superlu

hypre

glm

tioga

netlib-lapack

cmake

matio

py-matplotlib

hdf5

libtiff py-pillow

openmpi qhull

hwloc

libjpeg-turbo

py-cycler py-dateutil py-kiwisolver

py-functools32 py-pyparsing py-subprocess32

nasm

netcdf

py-numpy

py-six

py-pytz py-argparse

py-markupsafe

py-mako

parallel-netcdf

py-setuptools

libpng

python

icu4c

freetype

libxvmc

libxml2

libiconv xz

flex

libxv

libxdamage

tk

libxext

boost

tcl

zlib

expat

gettext

bzip2

tar

videoproto

libx11

kbproto

m4 help2man

openssl

libsigsegv

xextproto

diffutils

presentproto

libxfixes

fixesproto

libxshmfence

xtrans inputproto

xproto

util-macros

bison

libxcb

perl

xcb-proto libxau libxdmcp

libbsd

damageproto

libpthread-stubs

glproto

gdbm

readline

ncurses
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pkg-config

Description of Example in Tutorial
• Fluid mixing on oddstructured mesh
• Inflow on left edge
of plate
• 90k elements
• Most visually
interesting NaluWind regression test
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Questions

Instantaneous flow field for a bladeresolved ExaWind simulation of two
NREL 5-MW wind turbines. The wind
turbine tip-vortices are visualized using
iso-surfaces of Q-criterion and the color
contours indicate the magnitude of the
velocity field on a horizontal slice
passing through the hub of the two
rotors.
Image credit: Ananthan, Vijayakumar, Binyahib
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End
www.nrel.gov
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